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In an optomechanical setup, the coupling between cavity and resonator can be increased by tuning them
to the same frequency. We study this interaction between a carbon nanotube resonator and a radio-
frequency tank circuit acting as a cavity. In this resonant regime, the vacuum optomechanical coupling is
enhanced by the dc voltage coupling the cavity and the mechanical resonator. Using the cavity to detect the
nanotube’s motion, we observe and simulate interference between mechanical and electrical oscillations.
We measure the mechanical ring down and show that further improvements to the system could enable the
measurement of mechanical motion at the quantum limit.
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The field of cavity optomechanics exploits resonant
enhancement of light-matter interaction to study mechani-
cal motion with exquisite sensitivity, including in the
quantum domain [1]. Commonly, the mechanical frequency
fM is much smaller than the frequency fE of the electro-
magnetic cavity, leading to a detuned coupling. The small
zero-point motion then gives a comparatively weak opto-
mechanical coupling, which, however, can be enhanced by
a factor

ffiffiffiffiffi
nc

p
through strong driving, where nc is the cavity

photon occupation [2]. An alternative approach, which
avoids the degradation of the cavity performance at low
temperatures for large nc [3], is to operate close to
resonance, at fM ≈ fE, with a dc voltage VG applied
between the resonator and the cavity [4,5]. In this case,
the single-photon coupling is enhanced by a factor
∼VG=VZP, where VZP is the zero-point fluctuation of the
cavity voltage [6]. However, for this scheme to approach
the quantum regime, it requires a mechanical resonator with
a frequency high enough to be thermalized close to its
ground state.
Here we realize a resonant optomechanical circuit

exploiting the high mechanical frequency of a vibrating
carbon nanotube. Using a radio-frequency (rf) circuit as a
readout cavity [7,8], we detect nanotube motion via its
changing capacitance and measure the interference
between electrical and mechanical resonances. We show
that the cavity measurement reproduces the resonance
observed in transport but goes beyond transport by meas-
uring the ring down even without current through the
nanotube. We reproduce the behavior in simulations and
show that feasible improvements to detection would
approach the quantum limit.
Vibrating nanotubes offer attractive properties including

high quality factors, large quantum zero-point motion, and
high frequencies such that dilution refrigeration approaches
the zero-phonon limit [9–17]. This has allowed develop-
ment of force and mass sensors [18–20], as well as

proposals for coupling to electron spins [21,22] and optical
photons [23,24]. A fiber cavity was recently used to detect
room-temperature Brownian motion [25], but cryogenic
measurements to date rely on electrical transport through
the nanotube, forgoing the potential for sensitivity and
coherent control offered by coupling to an chip-scale
cavity.
A carbon nanotube resonator [Fig. 1(a)] was suspended

between contact electrodes over an array of five finger gates
as described in Refs. [6,26]. For transport measurements,
the device is probed by applying a bias Vsd and measuring
the current I through the nanotube. The doping of the
nanotube and, hence, its conductance, are tuned using dc
gate voltages VG1 to VG5: these simultaneously tune the
mechanical tension [9]. We define VG as the dc voltage
applied to all gate electrodes. Gate 4 is connected to a rf
source that can be used to excite transverse vibrations.
The measurements are at 13 mK in a dilution refrigerator.
The effective rf cavity is realized using an inductor and

capacitors mounted on the sample holder and coupled to
gate 5. To tune cavity frequency fE, we incorporate a
variable capacitor CS controlled by a dc voltage VS giving
fE ≈ ð2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LCS

p
Þ−1, where L ¼ 180 nH is the circuit

inductance [27]. This cavity can be driven in two ways:
by injecting a rf signal to the input via a directional coupler
(direct drive) and by driving via gate 4, which is capac-
itively coupled (gate drive). The cavity output is fed to a
cryogenic amplifier and detected at room temperature.
The entire setup forms a three-terminal circuit with input
ports 1 and 2 and output port 3. Figure 1(b) shows electrical
scattering parameters as a function of driving frequency fd
for two settings of VS in both direct and gate drive. The
cavity resonance is evident as a transmission minimum
with quality factor QE ≈ 10–20 depending on varactor
losses [27].
The mechanical resonance is first studied in transport

[Fig. 1(c)] [9]. A hole-doped quantum dot potential is
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created through a combination of Schottky barriers at the
contacts and a voltage VG. As a function of VG, a series of
Coulomb peaks is evident in transport [Fig. 1(c) inset]. The
effect of mechanical displacement is to change the capaci-
tance between the dot and the gates [13], shifting the
Coulomb peaks in a way that leads to a rectified dc current
I. With a rf signal applied to gate 4, this is evident when
dI=dfd is plotted as a function of VG and fd [13,14,16].
A resonance feature is seen at the mechanical frequency fM
[Fig. 1(c)]. The measured fM is consistent with similar
nanotube resonators [9–13,15,19]. The mechanical nature
is clear from the dependence on VG due to electrostatic
tensioning.
We now detect this motion via the readout cavity. The

dependence of gate capacitance CCNT on mechanical
displacement u leads to a cavity coupling ðdfE=duÞ ≈
ðfE=2CSÞð∂CCNT=∂uÞ [6]. In a detuned optomechanical
setup with fM ≪ fE, this coupling allows the motion to be

monitored via the phase shift of the cavity transmission
[1,3]. We use a different scheme that takes advantage of the
fact that fM and fE can be tuned into resonance. With the
dc voltage on gate 5 set to VG, the mechanical motion
induces a current IG ¼ −VGð∂CCNT=∂uÞðdu=dtÞ onto the
gate electrode. This current excites the cavity, leading to an
output signal

Vout ¼ ZtransIG; ð1Þ

where Ztrans is a transimpedance set by the circuit param-
eters [6]. The transimpedance and, hence, the sensitivity, is
maximal close to degeneracy (fM ≈ fE). In contrast to
detuned readout (at least outside the resolved-sideband
regime), the signal arises from velocity ðdu=dtÞ rather than
displacement.
We demonstrate this coupling with the cavity tuned to

fE ¼ 304 MHz and with VG ¼ −7 V. Drive and detection
are provided by a scalar network analyzer (SNA), which
monitors the time-average transmission jS31j from port 3 to
port 1. A challenge of this scheme is that the drive used to
actuate motion also couples directly to the cavity via a
parasitic capacitance CG between gates 4 and 5. This gives
rise to a nonresonant background that in our unoptimized
circuit overwhelms the mechanical signal. [This is why a
mechanical signal is not seen directly in Fig. 1(b)]. We can
largely reject this contribution using the pulsed driving
scheme of Fig. 2(a), which separates the times of driving
and detection using rf switches to gate the input and output
signals. With the output decoupled, gate 4 is first driven for
time td ¼ 300 ns, exciting both the mechanical motion and
the cavity voltage. After a wait interval tw from the end of
this drive burst, the output is coupled for a detection
interval of duration tr ¼ 300 ns. For each data point, the
detected power was averaged over ∼8 ms during which
this cycle was applied with a period of tw þ 610 ns. By
choosing tw intermediate between the cavity and mechani-
cal ring down times (QE=2πfE ≈ 11 ns > tw > QM=
2πfM ≈ 370 ns), the mechanical contribution to Vout is
largely isolated.
Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show transmission as a function of

fd and VG for two different values of tw. To highlight the
signal due to the nanotube, data are plotted after subtraction
of the average jS31j2 at each frequency, giving the excess
signal ΔjS31j2. The mechanical resonance is evident, with a
similar dependence of fM on VG as measured in Fig. 1(c).
However, it now appears as a pattern of bright and dark
fringes whose alignment depends on tw. This is attributable
to a classical interference effect between the ring down of
mechanical and electrical signals. Both the nanotube and
the cavity are set ringing during the drive burst with phases
that depend on the difference between their corresponding
resonance frequencies and fd. Subsequently, each evolves
at its own frequency. The two signals, therefore, add
constructively or destructively in a way that depends on
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup. A gated and contacted carbon
nanotube resonator is connected to a radio-frequency tank circuit
acting as a readout cavity. Nanotube motion is excited via a gate
drive; the cavity can independently be probed directly via a
directional coupler. The cavity response is detected via a
cryogenic amplifier. The combined setup acts as a three-port rf
device, with transmission measurements possible from ports 1 or
2 to port 3. Dotted capacitors indicate coupling between gates 4
and 5 and between these gates and the nanotube. dc voltages VG1

to VG3 are applied to gates 1–3. Bias tees (not shown) allow dc
voltages VG4 and VG5 to be added to the rf signal on gates 4 and
5, respectively. (b) Transmission as a function of frequency with
cavity tuning voltage VS ¼ 9 V (solid line) and VS ¼ 2 V
(dotted line) for both direct and gate drive, showing a tuneable
resonance. The different insertion losses are mainly due to
different fixed attenuators in the two paths. (c) Numerically
differentiated dI=dfd as a function of fd and VG. The gate drive
power was P ¼ −33 dBm. Inset shows I over the same VG range
with Vsd ¼ 10 mV and with no rf excitation.
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tw, fd, fE, and fM (tuned by VG). Superimposed on this
pattern are sidebands separated by the gating repetition
frequency. The data also show a stairlike dependence of fM
on VG because Coulomb blockade modulates the electro-
static tensioning [28–30].
Both fringes and sidebands are reproduced in a simulation

[6] of VoutðfM; fdÞ by modeling the electrical and mechani-
cal impedances between gate 4 and the cavity output
[Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. From the sharpness of the resonance
and the intensity of the interference fringes, the mechanical
quality factor can be estimated as QM ≈ 700, while the
effective coupling is ð∂CCNT=∂uÞ ∼ 0.3 × 10−12 Fm−2,
roughly consistent with the device geometry [6]. Coulomb
blockade effects are not seen in the simulation because the
results are plotted as a function of fM rather than VG.
In contrast to previous electromechanical measurements

of nanotubes [9–15,19], cavity readout allows the detec-
tion of mechanical motion even for device configurations
where I is unmeasurably small. To access such a configu-
ration, we set VG2 ¼ VG3 ¼ VG4 ¼ −7250 mV and we

adjust VG1 ¼ VG5 ≡ VTB to tune the dot tunnel barriers.
The Fig. 3 inset shows how, as an increased VTB makes
tunnel rates smaller, transport turns off to an undetectable
level (I ≪ 1 pA) when VTB ≳ 4000 mV. As expected, the
mechanical resonance becomes correspondingly unmeas-
urable in transport [Fig. 3(a)]. However, it is evident in
cavity readout across the entire range [Fig. 3(b)]. The
oscillations of fM as a function of VTB are an effect of
mechanical softening on Coulomb blockade peaks
[29,30] and indicate that the sum of the dot’s tunnel rates
through left and right barriers, although not big enough to
lead to a detectable current, is at least of the order of
fM (ΓL þ ΓR ≳ fM).
We now study the mechanical decay rate for different

tunnel barrier configurations by directly measuring the
ring down. A time-resolved measurement was previously
performed using a fast current amplifier [15] but relied on
transport through the device. Since for some barrier
configurations, QM is known to be limited by tunneling
resistance [16,17,29,30], it is of interest to determine the
limiting QM in an electrically pinched-off nanotube.
Extracting a precise linewidth from data as in Fig. 2 is
complicated by the interference fringes. We, therefore,
sample the cavity output directly in the time domain.
For this experiment, port 1 is connected to a rf source
generating a fixed frequency fd gated with a function
GinðtÞ, and port 3 is connected without gating to an
oscilloscope that digitizes Vout [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)].
Typical traces averaged over ∼3500 repetitions are shown
in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). Because the electrical ring down is
close in frequency to the mechanical one, it is not
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic pulsed excitation and measurement
scheme showing gating signals Gin and Gout together with
simulated drive δVG, displacement u, and cavity output voltage
Vout. Durations of drive (td), wait (tw), and acquisition (tr) are
indicated. Inset: Room-temperature gating scheme using rf
switches. (b),(c) Time-averaged ΔjS31j2 measured using the
scheme in (a), as a function of VG and fd for two different
values of tw. Each column of data is averaged for 5 s. Measure-
ment parameters were VS ¼ 9 V, Vsd ¼ 2 mV, P ¼ −38 dBm,
and td ¼ tr ¼ 300 ns. The jump at VG ≈ −6900 mV indicates an
electrostatic switcher in the device. (d),(e) Simulated ΔjS31j2 (see
text) reproducing panels (b) and (c), respectively.
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FIG. 3. (a) Numerically differentiated dI=dfd as a function of fd
and VTB for P ¼ −38 dBm and Vsd ¼ 10 mV. The inset shows I
for the same range of VTB and same Vsd with no microwaves
applied.AsVTB increases, the tunnel barriers are pinched off so that
I cannot be detected. (b)MeasuredΔjS31j2 following the scheme in
Fig. 2(a) and plotted as a function of fd and VTB. The resonance is
seen even with transport pinched off. Themeasurement parameters
were VS ¼ 0.2 V, td ¼ tr ¼ 300 ns, and tw ∼ 15 ns.
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straightforward to separate them in the time domain.
Instead, we take a segment of duration tΔ from each
averaged trace and transform it to give a frequency
power spectral density (PSD) in which the mechanical
signal appears as a separate peak. For acceptable signal to
noise, we further average PSD over 1250 traces [Figs. 4(c)
and 4(d)].
Figures 4(e) and 4(f) show two-dimensional maps of PSD

plotted as a functionof frequency andgatevoltage in twogate
voltage ranges: one “open” [part of the range in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c)] and one “closed” [part of the range in Fig. 3]. After
subtracting a background due to purely electrical resonances,
the mechanical signal is evident as a gate-dependent peak or
dip in PSD.
We calculate QM from the linewidth in this PSD.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show spectral densities at fixed gate
voltage settings in open and closed configurations. The

mechanical signal is evident as a weak but sharp peak
superimposed on a broad background arising from several
electrical resonances of the cryostat. The choice of tΔ is set
by a trade-off: larger tΔ increases the frequency resolution
in the PSD and suppresses the background contribution due
to the cavity but also weakens the mechanical peak by
incorporating more of the decay. This trade-off is illustrated
by traces for two choices of tΔ [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. For an
open gate configuration [Fig. 4(c)], the mechanical peak is
resolved to a width of ΔfM ≈ 0.3 MHz for tΔ ¼ 3.32 μs,
allowing the estimate QM ¼ fM=ΔfM ≈ 1000. For the
closed gate configuration [Fig. 4(d)], the peak’s width is
not resolved, and only a lower bound QM ≳ 900 is
extracted. In this device, there is, therefore, no evidence
that QM is limited by tunnel resistance, despite the modest
value compared with other clean nanotube devices
[13,17,29]. Since the sensitivity does not yet allow sin-
gle-shot readout, this is a lower bound incorporating
dephasing as well as decoherence [15]. Interestingly, QM
is slightly higher than measured previously for a stamped
nanotube [16].
To set this work in context with other implementations

[1], we calculate several measures of the optomechanical
interaction using the geometrically estimated coupling
capacitance [6]. The vacuum optomechanical coupling
g0 ¼ 2πfEð∂fE=∂uÞuZP, which is the cavity shift due to
zero-point displacement uZP ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏ=4πmfM

p
≈ 2 pm, is

g0 ≈ 2π × 0.4 mHz, where m is the nanotube mass
[6,31]. For typical cavity drive of −38 dBm, we estimate
the photon occupation as nc ≈ 8 × 109, so that the detuned
optomechanical strength is gD ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi

nc
p

g0 ≈ 2π × 35 Hz.
However, the cavity-nanotube interaction near fM ¼ fE
is parametrized by a resonant coupling gR ¼ ðVG=VZPÞg0,
where VZP ∼ 240 nV is the zero-point voltage on the cavity
electrode. Our parameters imply gR ≈ 2π × 12 kHz, so that
this coupling dominates [6].
This resonant enhancement might allow quantum-limited

measurements in the ground state. In a continuous displace-
ment measurement, the uncertainty principle [32–34] limits
the position resolution toΔuQL ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2= ln 3

p
uZP. In a detuned

configuration,where themeasurement is via a phase shift to a
cavity probe tone, the attainable imprecision at low temper-
ature is typically limited by cavity nonlinearity at high
drive power [3]. In our setup, the analog of the probe tone
is VG, which does not directly excite the cavity. Given an
amplifier voltage sensitivity SV, Eq. (1) predicts a vibrational
amplitude sensitivity Su ¼ SV=½2πfMZtransVGð∂CCNT=∂uÞ&,
which for our unoptimized parameters is Su ≈ 6 pm=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p

[6]. The corresponding imprecision is Δu ¼ Su
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΔfM

p
≈

1700 × ΔuQL limited by amplifier noise. To resolve ΔuQL
would require a near-quantum-limited external amplifier
such as a superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) [35,36] as well as an increase in Ztrans, QM, or
the coupling strength. With other parameters unchanged,
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FIG. 4. (a) Gating scheme using a rf switch to gate the drive and
a digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO), triggered by the gating
signal Gin, to capture Vout. (b) Schematic of Gin and Vout.
Durations of drive (td) and acquisition (tΔ) are indicated. (c),
(d) Averaged PSD for two fixed gate voltages marked in (e) and
(f), respectively. Solid (dashed) curves correspond to tΔ ¼
3.32 μs (tΔ ¼ 1.82 μs). The measurement parameters were
Vsd ¼ 10 mV, P ¼ −38 dBm, td ¼ 330 ns, and the time be-
tween drive pulses was 3660 ns. For (c), fd ¼ 315 MHz and
VS ¼ 9 V, while for (d), fd ¼ 273 MHz and VS ¼ 0.2 V. Insets
show averaged Vout traces. The drive burst ends ∼50 ns after the
beginning of these traces and acquisition begins ∼80 ns later
(dashed lines). (e),(f) Measured PSD as a function of frequency
and gate voltage for the two different device configurations
studied, averaged over 65 500 repetitions at each gate voltage. A
background due to purely electrical resonances was subtracted.
The signal-to-noise ratio is better in (e) than in (f), presumably
reflecting larger electrical coupling when the nanotube is in a
more conducting state.
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increasing the gate length to 550 nm and VG to 65 V would
give a quantum backaction imprecision of order ΔuQL [6].
Thiswould allow quantumeffects to be studied in a resonator
near the phonon ground state [6,37,38].
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

I. DEVICE FABRICATION

To fabricate the nanotube, FeCl
3

catalyst was mixed
with PMMA and spun on a quartz substrate previously
etched with pillars. Nanotubes were synthesized on this
substrate by chemical vapour deposition at 950 �C from
a CH

4

/H
2

mixture diluted to 20 % concentration in ar-
gon. Following growth, this quartz chip was aligned with
the device chip in an optical mask aligner and nanotubes
were transferred by stamping. The diameter of the par-
ticular carbon nanotube used in this experiment was not
measured.

II. DETUNED AND RESONANT
OPTOMECHANICS

This section illustrates the equivalence of detuned and
resonant optomechanical Hamiltonians and shows how
the coupling parameters are related. The basic optome-
chanical setup is shown in Fig. S1. We begin with
the Hamiltonian of the cavity, the resonator, and the
displacement-dependent capacitor C

CNT

(u) connecting
them:

H = ~!E â
†â+ ~!M b̂†b̂+

1

2
C

CNT

V 2 (S1)

where !E = 2⇡f
E

and !M = 2⇡f
M

are the cavity and
mechanical angular frequencies, â and b̂ are photon and
phonon annihilation operators, and u is mechanical dis-
placement. Optomechanical coupling arises through the
displacement dependence of C

CNT

, which enters directly
in the last term and by modifying !E in the first term;
the dependence of !E on u is given by:

!E ⇡ !0

E � g
0

u
ZP

u (S2)

where

g
0

⇡ !0

E

2C
S

@C
CNT

@u
u
ZP

(S3)

is the single-photon coupling strength. Here !0

E is the
cavity frequency for zero displacement, C

S

is the total
cavity capacitance, and u

ZP

is the zero-point motion.

A. Detuned optomechanical coupling

If, as in many optomechanical implementations, no DC
voltage is applied, the last term of Eq. (S1) can be ne-
glected as second order. In this situation, a linearized

FIG. S1. Simplified optomechanical setup. The cavity is mod-
elled as an LC resonator with e↵ective inductance L and ca-
pacitance C

S

+C
CNT

, with C
CNT

⌧ C
S

. Coupling to the res-
onator’s displacement u is via the displacement dependence
of the coupling capacitor C

CNT

. The coupling capacitor is
biased by DC voltage V

G

via a large resistor as shown, which
gives rise to a resonant coupling as discussed in the Supple-
mentary text.

Hamiltonian can be derived (see e.g. Ref. 1) by trans-
forming Eq. (S1) to a frame rotating at the cavity drive
frequency and approximating â ⇡ p

nc + �â, where nc

is the average cavity photon occupation. The linearized
Hamiltonian is:

H(lin) = �~��â†�â+ ~!M b̂†b̂� ~g
D

(�â† + �â)(b̂† + b̂)
(S4)

where � is the frequency detuning of the cavity drive and
g
D

⌘ p
ncg0 is the optomechanical coupling strength. In

the circuit of Fig. S1 the photon number can be expressed
in terms of the driven gate voltage by nc = V

AC

/V
ZP

,
where V

AC

is the amplitude of the driven gate voltage
and V

ZP

is the zero-point amplitude. The optomechanical
coupling is then

g
D

=
V
AC

V
ZP

g
0

. (S5)

The origin of the coupling in Eq. (S4) is the dependence
of !E on u; it leads to energy exchange between mechani-
cal and cavity degrees of freedom when � ⇡ ±!M , which
allows !M and !E to be very di↵erent.

B. Resonant optomechanical coupling

We now consider the situation where the third term of
Eq. (S1) cannot be neglected. We expand it by writing:

C
CNT

= C
CNT

+
@C

CNT

@u
u (S6)

V = V
G

+ �V. (S7)

Here C
CNT

represents the static part of the capacitance,
V
G

is the DC gate voltage, and �V is the AC cavity volt-
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FIG. S2. Schematic of the optomechanical circuit from Fig. 1.
The tank circuit is formed by components L, C

S

, C
D

, C
M

,
and an electromechanical capacitance C

CNT

depending on the
nanotube displacement u(t). The e↵ective parasitic resistance
R

e↵

parameterizes circuit losses. The tank circuit is probed
either in reflection mode (by applying voltage V

D

through a di-
rectional coupler) or in transmission mode by applying voltage
V
G

, which also excites the mechanical resonator. The output
voltage V

out

is monitored with an amplifier of impedance Z
0

.

age. To second order in u and �V , we therefore have

C
CNT

V 2 = C
CNT

(V
G

+�V )2+V
G

2

�C+2V
G

�V
@C

CNT

@u
u.

(S8)
The first term of Eq. (S8) simply renormalizes !E , while
the second term shifts the equilibrium displacement. We
therefore neglect these, leaving the third term represent-
ing an optomechanical coupling. Writing u and �V in
terms of ladder operators and substituting into Eq. (S1)
gives:

H = ~!E â
†â+ ~!M b̂†b̂+ ~g

R

(â† + â)(b̂† + b̂). (S9)

The optomechanical coupling is now g
R

= @C
CNT

/@u ·
V
G

V
ZP

u
ZP

/~, where V
ZP

is the zero-point voltage on the
cavity electrode. We see that Eq. (S9) is isomorphic
to Eq. (S4) with the substitutions !E $ �, â $ �â, and
gD $ gR, confirming that the physics of linear optome-
chanics is accessible in this system. However, the Hamil-
tonian (S9) only allows energy exchange when !M ⇡ !E ,
implying that this is a resonant coupling.

To compare the coupling constants in the two regimes,
we write V

ZP

=
p
~!0

E/2CS

. Then the resonant coupling
can be written

g
R

=
V
G

V
ZP

g
0

, (S10)

implying that the enhancement over the detuned case is:

g
R

g
D

=
V
G

V
AC

. (S11)

For many types of device, including the one measured
here, it is easier to establish a DC gate voltage V

G

than a
comparable driven voltage V

AC

. For example, in this ex-
periment, V

G

⇠ 7 V while for -40 dBm of driving, limited
by the cryostat cooling power, we estimate V

AC

⇠ 30 mV.
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FIG. S3. Symbols: Measured transmission |S
32

|, proportional
to the reflection from the tank circuit. Curve: simulation us-
ing circuit model of Fig. S2 (see text for parameters). An
overall o↵set is applied to the model to account for fixed inser-
tion losses in the cryostat. Inset: Transimpedance simulated
by Eq. (S17) using these circuit parameters (dashed line) and
approximated by Eq. (S18) (dotted line).

If the resonant condition f
E

⇡ f
M

can be achieved, the
potential for enhancement of the optomechanical cou-
pling is therefore substantial.

III. SIMULATIONS FOR FIG. 2

This section describes how the simulations for Fig. 2
were performed.

A. The optomechanical circuit

Both the circuit and the mechanical resonator were
simulated classically. Figure S2 shows a schematic of
the optomechanical circuit. The resonator, modelled
as a grounded conductor, is coupled via displacement-
dependent capacitances C

CNT

(u) to the drive gate (gate 4
or G4) and the pickup gate (gate 5 or G5). As well as
the coupling via the resonator, there is also a geometric
capacitance C

G

� C
CNT

between these two gates. The
“cavity” tank circuit [2] is formed from an inductor L
and a combination of fixed and variable capacitors, with
C

S

and C
M

incorporating varactor diodes tuned by DC
bias voltages. Dissipation is parameterized by an e↵ec-
tive resistance R

e↵

. The DC gate bias V
G1

, which tunes
the coupling to the resonator, is applied via a bias tee.
As in Fig. 1, the reflection of the cavity can be probed
using a signal V

D

(t) injected via a directional coupler.
For a quantitative comparison with Fig. 2 we first ex-

tract numerical values of the circuit parameters by com-
paring the reflection coe�cient measured as in Fig. 1(b)
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FIG. S4. Simulated signals during one cycle of pulsed driving. (a,b) Gating functions G
in

(t), G
out

(t) of drive and detection
respectively; (c) Gate voltage driving signal �V

G

(t); (d) nanotube displacement u(t); (e) cavity output V
out

(t) (shaded area
magnified tenfold); (f) gated output V

det

(t). The slow decay of the mechanical oscillation is clear in (d), compared with the
rapid initial decay of the electrical signal in (e). Beating between the two signals is evident around 430 ns in (e). Simulation
parameters were V

d

= 8 meV, f
d

= 320 MHz, f
M

= 293 MHz, Q
M

= 700, C
CNT

= 0.1 pF. To make the mechanical signal clear,
an unrealistic |V

G

@CCNT
@u | = 2.2 aC/nm was chosen, approximately sixteen times larger than the geometrically expected value.

with the result of a circuit model. Taking the known
inductance L = 180 nH and the fixed decoupling ca-
pacitance C

D

= 87 pF, and approximating C
G

⌧ C
S

,
three unknown parameters (C

S

, C
M

, R
e↵

) can be ex-
tracted from the width, depth, and center frequency of
the measured resonance. We find that C

S

⇡ 1.625 pF,
C

M

⇡ 27 pF, and R
e↵

⇡ 13 ⌦ give a good match to the
data (Fig. S3).

For the experiments in Fig. 2, the drive was instead
applied via the gate, so that V

D

= 0 and the driving
voltage is

V
G

(t) = V
G

+ �V
G

(t), (S12)

where the time-independent part V
G

is much larger than
the time-dependent part �V

G

(t). The capacitance

C
CNT

(t) = C
CNT

+ �C
CNT

(t) (S13)

can likewise be separated into a time-independent part
C

CNT

and a smaller time-dependent part �C
CNT

(t) =
@C

CNT

/@u·u(t). Then to lowest order the current driving

the cavity is

I
G

(t) = C
G

V̇
G

(t)� V
G5

@C
CNT

@u
u̇(t). (S14)

Here the first term describes the direct capacitive cou-
pling of the drive gate to the cavity circuit and the sec-
ond term describes the mechanical part of the coupling.
Henceforth we assume for simplicity that both DC gate
voltages are equal, i.e. V

G5

= V
G

.
This current excites the cavity, giving rise to radiated

voltage

V
out

= I
G

Z
trans

, (S15)

where we have defined a circuit transimpedance

Z
trans

⌘ V
out

/I
G

(S16)

=
(Z

0

||Z
M

) · (Z
S

||(R
e↵

+ ZL + Z
D

+ (Z
0

||Z
M

)))

R
e↵

+ ZL + Z
D

(S17)

with Z
S

, Z
D

, Z
M

, and ZL respectively the impedance of
C

S

, C
D

, C
M

, and L, and Z
0

⌘ 50 ⌦. This transimpedance
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is approximated by assuming a simple resonant cavity,
giving:

Z
trans

⇡ Zmax

trans

iff
E

/Q
E

f2 � f2

E

� iff
E

/Q
E

ei�E , (S18)

where the e↵ective cavity is parameterized by its reso-
nance frequency f

E

, quality factor Q
E

, maximum tran-
simpedance Zmax

trans

and a phase o↵set �
E

. In our case, ef-
fective cavity parameters Zmax

trans

⇡ 283 ⌦, f
E

⇡ 304 MHz,
and Q

E

⇡ 17.4 provide a good approximation (Fig. S3
inset).

B. The vibrating nanotube

We write the displacement in the driven mode as
U(x, t) = u(t)⇠(x), u(t) is the time-dependent displace-
ment parameter, x is location along the nanotube and
⇠(x) is the mode eigenfunction [3]. The e↵ective elec-
tromechanical force on the nanotube is

F (t) =
1

2
V 2

G

(t)
@C

CNT

@u
, (S19)

whose time-dependent part is to lowest order [4]

�F (t) = V
G

@C
CNT

@u
�V

G

(t). (S20)

Transforming to the frequency domain, the correspond-
ing displacement is [1]

�u(f) = �
M

(f)�F (f), (S21)

where the mechanical susceptibility is �
M

= 1

4⇡2m [f2

M

�
f2 + iff

M

/Q
M

]�1. Here f is frequency, m is the
nanotube e↵ective mass and f

M

and Q
M

are the me-
chanical resonance frequency and quality factor. We
choose to normalize the mode eigenfunction such that
L�1

R
⇠2(x)dx = 1, where L is the suspended length,

thus making the e↵ective mass equal to the mass of the
suspended segment [3].

C. Response to pulsed driving

To calculate the response to a pulsed drive as in Fig. 2,
we transform Eq. (S14) to the frequency domain and sub-
stitute into Eq. (S15). The resulting signal is

V
out

(f) = 2⇡if Z
trans

(f) C
G

(1� ↵�
M

(f)) �V
G

(f),
(S22)

where

↵ ⌘ 1

C
G

✓
V
G

@C
CNT

@u

◆
2

(S23)

is a parameter that characterizes the strength of the me-
chanical signal (mediated by the moving nanotube) rel-
ative to the electrical signal (due to direct excitation of
the cavity).
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320300
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tw = 10 ns

FIG. S5. Power spectral densities calculated from simula-
tions as in Fig. S4. (a) Drive signal (b) Cavity output (c)
Gated output for three di↵erent delays t

w

. As t
w

is increased,
the slowly-decaying mechanical contribution becomes more
prominent. Parameters are the same as in Fig. S4, except
that a 2 µs wait step has been added after the detection step
to improve the frequency resolution of the power spectra. The
three relevant frequencies are marked along the top axis.

For the scheme of Fig. 2, typical signals involved
are shown in Fig. S4. A gated drive signal �V

G

=
G

in

(f)V
d

cos(2⇡f
d

t) (Fig. S4(c)), gives rise by Eq. (S21)
to the displacement shown in Fig. S4(d) and by Eq. (S22)
to the output signal of Fig. S4(e). The mechanical cou-
pling is evident in the long tail of V

out

during the un-
driven part of the cycle, which also shows beating be-
tween the electrical ringdown at frequency f

E

and the
mechanical ringdown at frequency f

M

. This mechanical
signature is detected by gating the output, giving a de-
tected signal

V
det

(t) = G
out

(t)V
out

(t). (S24)

To obtain the simulated measurements of Fig. 2, V
det

(t)
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FIG. S6. (a-e) measurements and (f-n) simulations of �|S
31

|2 for di↵erent t
w

. As in Fig. 2 of the main text, parameters are
Q

M

= 700, ↵ = 6⇥ 10�11Nm�1. The drive burst and the detection window are both of 300 ns duration, and a wait of 70 ns is
inserted between the end of the detection window and the beginning of the drive burst. To make the mechanical signal clearer
in both data and simulation, the average of each row has been subtracted, and a separate color scale applied to each panel.

is simulated over 10 burst cycles using Eq. (S24), and
Fourier transformed using a Hanning window to give
power spectra |V

det

(f)|2. To suppress numerical artifacts,
the gating pulses are smoothed over ⇠ 5 ns.

Simulated power spectral densities are shown in
Fig. S5. Whereas the drive and output signals are peaked
at the drive frequency f

d

, the detected signal contains a
broad peak at f

E

from the electrical ringdown as well as
a sharp peak at f

M

from the mechanical ringdown. With
increasing t

w

, the mechanical peak becomes dominant
(Fig. S5(c)), allowing it to be isolated as in Fig. 4.

In the detection scheme of Fig. 2, the measured power
is proportional to |V

det

(f
d

)|2. A series of simulations
for di↵erent t

w

is shown in Fig. S6. The pattern can
be understood as follows. The dominant signal occurs
when the drive is resonant with the mechanical frequency,
f
d

= f
M

. Beside this central peak, the modulation of the
carrier gives rise to sidebands separated by multiples of
the inverse burst period. The width of the central peak
and sidebands is governed by the mechanical Q-factor.

Superimposed on this pattern are a series of fringes
arising from beating between the mechanical and cavity
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resonances, whose slope in a two-dimensional (f
M

, f
d

)
plot increases with increasing t

w

. At short t
w

, the sign
of this beating is set by the phase of the mechanical
displacement at the end of the drive burst, which (by
Eq. (S22)) is set by the phase of �

M

; it is positive for
f
d

< f
M

and negative for f
d

> f
M

. Thus the fringes
run nearly parallel to the f

d

= f
M

line. However, af-
ter the end of the drive burst, the mechanical phase and
the cavity phase advance at di↵erent frequencies (f

M

and
f
E

respectively), building up a phase di↵erence equal to
2⇡(f

M

� f
E

)t
w

. The e↵ect of this phase di↵erence is to
tilt the fringe pattern as seen. At large t

w

, the electrical
signal becomes insignificant and the fringes disappear.

D. Comparison of fit parameters with expectations

The free parameters entering into the simulation us-
ing Eq. (S22) are (apart from an overall scale factor) ↵
and Q

M

. For the simulations in Fig. 2, these are chosen
to yield a qualitatively similar fringe pattern and side-
band sharpness as in the data, giving Q

M

⇡ 700 and
↵ ⇡ 6⇥ 10�11. The electromechanical signal is thus ap-
proximately ↵|�

M

(f
M

)| ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�6 times smaller than
the direct electrical coupling between �V

G

and V
out

, con-
firming that a pulsed scheme is needed to detect it.

To compare these parameters with expectations, we
assume a single-walled nanotube of diameter D = 4 nm
and length L = 650 nm suspended a distance a = 110 nm
above the gates [5]. These parameters lead to m = 6 ⇥
10�21 kg. Now using from the geometric capacitance

@C
CNT

@u
⇡ 2

p
2⇡✏

0

L
G

a
�
ln 2a

D

�
2

, (S25)

where L
G

= 50 nm is the gate length, we obtain @CCNT
@u ⇡

2.2⇥10�12 Fm�1. With gate voltage V
G

= 7 V, assuming
a geometric capacitance between gates 4 and 5 of C

G

⇡
0.1 pF gives ↵ ⇡ 2.4⇥10�9 Nm�1. This estimate ignores
the tunnel barriers between the nanotube quantum dot
and the leads, which by acting as a series impedance
reduce the e↵ective coupling and therefore reduce ↵. It
also ignores the fact that in this device both driving and
coupling gates are o↵set from the nanotube centre, which
reduces the coupling, and neglects fringing capacitance,
which increases it.

E. Parasitic electrical resonances

As seen especially in Fig. 2(c) in the main text, the
strongest mechanical signal is not always at the exact
cavity frequency. This is because at long t

w

the signal
is a↵ected by weakly coupled parasitic resonances of the
cryostat. To show this, we perform the same simulation

FIG. S7. (a) Circuit of Fig. S2 including a weakly coupled
parasitic mode, modeled as an LCR resonator. (b-c) Sim-
ulated �|S

31

|2 in this model. To approximately match the
data, chosen parameters are L

P

= 250 nH, C
P

= 1 pF,
R

P

= 30 k⌦, and Ccpl

P

= 0.04 pF, giving parasitic resonance
frequency f

P

⇡ 312 MHz and quality factor Q
P

⇡ 60. As
seen, the strongest signal in panel (c) shifts towards the par-
asitic frequency. (d) Measured |S

31

| background signal for
data set of Fig. 2(c). This signal is of purely electrical origin,
and its peaks confirm the presence of weakly coupled para-
sitic resonances in the cryostat. (e) Simulated tank circuit
reflectance in continuous-wave configuration with and with-
out the parasitic. The parasitic is barely distinguishable in
this configuration.

as above, with the circuit of Fig. S2 modified by addi-
tion of a weakly coupled parasitic resonance (Fig. S7(a)).
With appropriate parameters, this gives a stronger sig-
nal at the parasitic frequency (⇠ 312 MHz) than at the
cavity frequency f

E

⇡ 304 MHz (Fig. S7(b-c)). Although
such a parasitic mode barely a↵ects the circuit scatter-
ing parameters in a continuous-wave measurement as in
Fig. 1, it is evidenced by a background frequency depen-
dence of |S

31

|, independent of the mechanics, in a pulsed
measurement (Fig. S7(d)). Our simulation does not al-
low the large number of parasitic circuit parameters to
be extracted, but does show quantitatively that para-
sitics can explain the observed e↵ect. Since only modes
with quality factors higher than the cavity give such an
e↵ect, it could be eliminated by modest improvements to
the cavity.
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FIG. S8. Red: current as a function of f
d

showing a peak at
mechanical resonance. The peak is well fit by a Lorentzian
(blue) as expected for linear response. However, a repro-
ducible switch (arrow) indicates a bistability caused by a
nonlinear contribution to the restoring force. For this data,
V
G

= �6930 mV, V
sd

= 10 mV and the drive power is
P = �38 dBm.

F. Nonlinear e↵ects

This simulation makes two assumptions of linearity.
First, Eq. (S21) assumes that the resonator experiences
a linear restoring force. This can be tested by in-
specting the resonant lineshape. Whereas a linear res-
onator should display a Lorentzian response, nonlinear-
ity is indicated by asymmetry and bistability [8]. A typ-
ical response curve under continuous driving is shown
in Fig. S8. Although a switch indicating bistability is
seen, the lineshape is predominantly Lorentzian, indicat-
ing that the linear restoring force dominates. Of course,
as the resonator rings down non-linear e↵ects should be-
come weaker, justifying the approximation.

Second, Eq. (S14) assumes linearity of the motion
transduction. To verify this, we have estimate the shift in
!E corresponding to the maximum possible displacement
of the nanotube. This upper bound is given by the dis-
tance between the equilibrium position of the nanotube
and the gate electrodes, which is approximately 110 nm.
For parameters detailed in the previous section, this shift
is approximately 22 Hz, orders of magnitude smaller than
the cavity linewidth, which is of order 10 MHz. The
transduction regime is therefore linear for our setup.

IV. NUMERICAL ESTIMATES OF
OPTOMECHANICAL PARAMETERS

A. Vacuum optomechanical coupling

The zero-point motion of the CNT is

u
ZP

=

s
~

4⇡mf
M

⇡ 2 pm (S26)

for typical frequency f
M

= 310 MHz. Using this value
of u

ZP

, taking @CCNT
@u from Eq. (S25), and estimating

C
S

⇡ 1.625 pF from the circuit simulation, Eq. (S3) gives
g
0

⇡ 2⇡ ⇥ 0.4 mHz.

B. Sensitivity

The amplitude sensitivity Su is related to the amplifier
voltage sensitivity Sv by

Su =
Sv

@V
out

/@u
. (S27)

Here Sv =
p
k
B

TNZ
0

is the voltage noise spectrum, with
k
B

the Boltzmann constant and TN the amplifier noise
temperature. From Eqs. (S14-S15) and considering u(t)
harmonic, we have

@V
out

@u
= 2⇡f

M

V
G

@C
CNT

@u
Z
trans

. (S28)

Taking the experimentally known gate voltage V
G

= 7 V,
the specified noise temperature TN = 3.7 K, and using
Z
trans

⇡ 283 ⌦ from the circuit simulation (Sec. IIIA),
we estimate Su = 6 pm/

p
Hz in the measured setup.

C. Approach to the quantum limit

The standard quantum limit of sensitivity corresponds
approximately to resolving the zero-point fluctuations
within the resonator lifetime. More specifically, it
requires sensitivity such that the imprecision �u =
Su

p
�f

M

approaches �u
QL

, where �f
M

= 2⇡f
M

/(4Q
M

)
is the e↵ective noise bandwidth of the mechanical oscilla-
tor and �u

QL

=
p
2/ ln 3u

ZP

is the ultimate resolution
imposed by the uncertainty principle [6].
For our scheme, the mechanical linewidth is �f

M

⇡
700 kHz and therefore �u ⇡ 1700⇥�u

QL

. To approach
the quantum limit, we would need a quantum-limited
amplifier, with a noise temperature [7]

Tmin

N =
hf

M

ln 3 kB
⇡ 10 mK. (S29)

In an optimized device with L
G

= 550 nm, Eq. (S25) pre-
dicts an increase of the coupling capacitance to @CCNT

@u ⇡
2.4⇥10�11 Fm�1. If V

G

could then be increased to 65 V,
Eq. (S27) predicts Su = 3.5 fm/

p
Hz. We thus obtain an

amplitude imprecision �u ⇡ 3 pm ⇡ �u
QL

. The trans-
duction regime remains linear in this setup configuration,
since !E still shifts by only 250 Hz for full nanotube dis-
placement.
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